Short Two
N	Horse stance with salutation. Left hand open over right fist. Be sure to keep thumbs in, knuckles of first fingers touching, rest
	of left hand slightly raised from right fist.
N	Advance to Right neutral, right inward block, Right chop to attacker in front. Left hand is open spear, high block (about face level). (When advancing bring right foot in and next to left foot while raising right hand to start block. Finish block and advance to right neutral at the same time.)
N  Advance to Left neutral, Left inward block, Left chop to attacker in front. Right hand is open spear, high block (about face level). When advancing bring left foot in and next to right foot while raising left hand to start block. Finish block and advance to left neutral at the same time.)
NW Retreat to a Left cat stance (left leg moves to right leg, hands in set position on right hip, left fist above right fist, wrists touching. Look over left shoulder.
W  Left leg steps back and left. Turn left into a Left bow and arrow stance. Left outward block and right reverse punch. Elbows should be very close, almost touching.
NE Retreat to right cat stance (right leg moves to left leg), hands in set position on left hip, right fist above left fist, wrists touching. Look over right shoulder.
E	Right leg steps back and right. Turn right into a Right bow and arrow stance. Right outward block and left reverse punch. Elbows should be very close, almost touching. Look over right shoulder.
SE Left leg steps diagonally right and back (deep left twist stance. Spin left. Left upward block. Right vertical raking dragon's head to attacker's groin (catch ghi sleeve to make noise. Look over left shoulder.
NE Right leg steps diagonally back and left (deep right twist stance. Spin right. Right upward block. Left vertical raking dragon's head to attacker's groin (catch ghi sleeve to make noise.)
SW Retreat to left cat (Left leg moves to right Leg.)
SE Left leg steps out to Side horse, right circling in block. Left down and out block. Left hand snaps up to shake off the attacker
Who has grabbed your hand. Right leg moves up and left. Right lunging palm push facing SE.
SW Retreat to right cat (Right leg moves to left leg).
SW Right leg steps out to Side horse, left circling in block. Right down and out block. Right hand snaps up to shake off the attacker
who has grabbed your hand. Left leg moves up and left. Left lunging palm push facing SW.
NE Retreat to Right cat facing NE (right leg moves to left leg.
NE Advance to right neutral. Right outward extended leopards paw block. Right neutral. Left leopard paw to eye (Right bow and
Arrow stance.
NW Retreat to Left cat facing NW (left leg moves to right leg).
NW Advance to left neutral. Left outward extended leopards paw block. Left neutral. Right leopards paw to throat Left bow and
Arrow stance.
N	Left moves to horse.	End with salutation.


